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Kristina Drozdova

Gillette isn’t beating around the
bush with this one.
We all know that talking about pubic hair can be quite a
taboo topic; most brands almost beat around the bush
and hope that consumers will assume that their razors
are suitable for certain areas on the body. But Gillette has
gone on to break those boundaries by being explicit in
stating that their razors are made for pubic hair as well
as skin.
Also loving how they are steering away from the colour
pink, furthermore helping women avoid the pink tax
(products marketed at female consumers are priced to be
more expensive as opposed to male-targeted products).
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Charlotte Vallance

Wild – Online vs. In Store
Amazing to see this in store!
Although I had thought that half the draw on this brand
is that you can get a repeat prescription service – i.e.
they get delivered every 2 months (for example).
But great to know you can now pick up in store if you’ve
miscalculated.
Really nice strong branding with the wood backdrop as
well to further draw attention on a busy fixture.
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Kristina Drozdova

Everything about this!!!
From the pack copy to the bottle design, I LOVE ALL OF IT!
The FOP is very nice and it is definitely something a lot of people
want to have on their bathroom shelves; it’s aesthetically
pleasing. The BOP is absolutely amazing and appeals to the late
millennial/Gen Z and perhaps Gen Alpha with the copy:
“Get hair so smooth you’ll need pick-up lines to match”
“Slide into our DM’s – to point to their digital handles
“Won’t break your heart”
Another interesting point is that most would consider this to be
an ‘Instagram brand’, but it is in fact stocked in Tesco. Are brands
like Monday still appealing to supermarkets in this day and age, it
seems like it!
FYI the name Monday comes from the idea that you set your
intentions on Monday for the week ahead; it’s almost like a
positive spin on the negative connotations of Monday.
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Charlotte Vallance

I’m plant based.
This looked quite medicinal at first – there’s a lot of
green there!
But once you see the Original Source logo it’s clear what
it is and the message. Nice to see the USP being used
so strongly.
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Simon Ellis

Using Pack structure to pave
way for premium tier
This premium tier for Gillette is not necessarily new, but
this pack format was something that stood out to me. A
similar concept to a premium Colgate offering we
commented on recently, whereby the bottle is shown off
inside the carton, creating a theatre like presence and
giving the consumer a glimpse of this delicate, crafted
offering. Such is its appearance, I’m not sure whether
to call this a sub-brand of Gillette a new brand in its
own right.
I guess to make a product worth paying £10 for, you have
to do something quite drastic.
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Household
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Emma Wilson

Why be a boring bin bag... when
you can be a BEAST bin bag
This caught the eye and I’ve seen it in a few places. Hats
off to the designer who has found themselves working
in a fairly uninteresting category and just decided to do
something different for the hell of it.
Hopefully it brightened their day and it certainly stood
out to me when I spotted it.
It’s so wrong, it’s right..?!
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Kristina Drozdova

Brand partnership
Being a new parent, it must be overwhelming and hard
to know what to buy and what’s suitable for babies and
their sensitive skin. This whole shelf is so easy to
navigate and you’ve got everything in one place! Quite a
good brand partnership if you ask me.
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Kristina Drozdova

Let’s choose to reuse – Ocean
Saver by Tesco
I know we’ve touched on the sustainability fixtures in
Tesco before but can we please appreciate this fixture!
Tesco has recently launched Ocean Saver, a starter kit
and refills for a bargain of £2.35. You simply buy the
bottle which includes a water soluble capsule, and then
you just buy the refills for £1.50 (or £1 if the Clubcard is
your best friend for discounts) and voila!
This fixture is so easy to navigate around, everything
you need is all there!
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Kristina Drozdova

Actimel for kids
Not sure if this has been around for some time but I am
loving the use of illustration and superheroes used for
the kids Actimel range. Very colourful and eye catching!
Health concerns have been quite strong these past few
months, particularly in parents with kids, so for Actimel
to be going into kids culture shots is a great initiative. I
wonder if their sales have gone up?
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Beth Johnson

Dropping Danone
One for a keen eye and nerdy brand-lover, noticed
Danone are going through a ‘light’ change – removing
their masterbrand from the latest yoghurt designs, and
seemingly moving their illustrations from fashionfocused to ‘healthy lifestyle’ depictions.
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Laura Branton

Gifting
Whilst it might have already been easy to buy a box of
Milk Tray for your teacher on the last day of school
Cadburys have made it even easier! Grab it by the till or
off a handy euro hook.
Just open the top flap and there is even a space to write
a personal note.
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Charlotte Vallance

HiP – Oat Milk Chocolate
A different sort of non-dairy that we’re used to seeing in
milk/ice cream but not in chocolate.
Nice fresh take on bringing flavour in while maintaining
bright colours.
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Rupert Diss

Why just after dinner?
The sacred brand of After Eight creeping into a new
category and now embracing the cocktail scene.
Is this the new bar nuts?
Clever use of maintaining existing pack assets and then
embellishing with the new flavour variant for stand out.
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Kristina Drozdova

Smarties into paper packaging
Smarties moving into paper packaging and shouting
about it!
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Charlotte Vallance

Leon Coffee
The bright packaging here really broke up the
coffee shelves! Such bright sunny packaging,
very clearly Leon.
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Charlotte Vallance

Starbucks by Nespresso
Really upping the supermarket coffee game with 2 full
shelves, pulling apart the separate flavours and
additional educational information.
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Charlotte Vallance

Multipack Boxes
This fixture is starting to look really nice - not just functional!
Feel Good in particular with some lovely design cues coming
through first and foremost.
Dash & Radnor Infusions feel like they have a beauty key
visual on the box!
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Charlotte Vallance

Please bear with us
Spotted these in store on shelf and just thought how
great it is for them to acknowledge that the shelves
are empty.
Empty shelves look so lonely and it can feel a bit
frustrating to not understand what has happened to
the product you’re looking for.
These give an air of reassurance.
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Charlotte Vallance

Single can dispenser
Says it all in the title!
I’ve not seen one of these in store before – but maybe it
has been a learning from Kellogg’s with their pick and
mix stations?
Great to be able to pick a selection but not invest loads
in case a flavour isn’t liked.
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Laura Branton

Trippy
Soft colour palettes and subtle graphics give this CBD
infused beverage a delicate and feminine feel – in
contrast to the more medicinal and health focused
direction of other FMCG CBD brands.
What a trip.
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Simon Ellis

Temperature sensitive labels
Love this little innovation on the Mar de Frades wine
range. When the wine is at the perfect temperature to
be consumed, the little boat appears. Interesting to see
if they use this asset moving forward.
Also a beautiful bottle that literally transports you to
the seaside.
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Charlotte Vallance

Non Alcoholic Drinks
Having had to search for this fixture looking for a
birthday present I couldn’t find it! I had to ask where it
was, and you can understand why looking at it – nothing
is compromised here.
All the ‘spirit’ bottles could easily fit on the alcoholic
shelves and not feel out of place.
There is also so much choice! I was looking for a gin
and was spoilt for choice on regular gin as well as
flavoured options.
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Simon Ellis

Limited edition or redesign?
Kopparberg definitely brought pop culture and a bit of
lifestyle into the brand.
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client services team, she’s
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success for key accounts.
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fight for relevance.
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